MONETARY CIRCULATION IN ENGLAND, c.675-c.710:
THE DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF SERIES A, B AND C - AND F
D.M. METCALF

THE three main series of English primary sceattas, A, B and C, originated in the south-eastern
quadrant of the country (Kent, London, and estuarine Essex). The three types became quite thoroughly mingled in circulation there, although with a residual concentration of Series A south of
the Thames, and of B north of the Thames.1 From their mints of origin (wherever they were) the
coins entered what has been characterized as a 'money-go-round' in the south-east. They were
also used further afield, in East Anglia, Mercia, Wessex, Lindsey, and Northumbria, and it is this
diaspora to which we turn our attention here.
Even in their home region of the south-east, Series A, B and C make up only half (or a little
less) of the single finds of primary sceattas. The other major components of the currency were the
sceattas of Series D and E, namely the 'continental runic' and 'porcupine' types, both of which
were minted in the Rhine mouths area. The AZthilirced runic porcupines have been shown, incidentally, to be east Kentish in origin.2 As we consider regions further to the north or west, the proportions of Series A, B and C among all primary sceattas may remain much the same, or in some
regions they may be less. The picture is not clear-cut. The monetary impetus originating in trade
and traffic across the English Channel eventually spent its force as distances from the Channel
crossings became greater, until the use of coinage petered out and more or less disappeared in the
west midlands and in Wales. But even right on the frontier of monetary circulation, the proportion
of Series A, B and C may be high. Where it is reduced, it is because the coins from the south-east
were in competition with other coin types, principally Series D and E. We will begin with them
because they create a useful contrast, against which we may be able to gain a better understanding
of Series A, B and C. The foreign coins were relatively plentiful in certain regions, either because
they came ashore elsewhere than in the south-east (e.g. across the North Sea direct to East Anglia)
or because they tended to be used more for purposes of long-distance trade, accumulating in certain inland districts which they seem to have reached by 'hopping over' the intervening English
regions. It is all the more remarkable that D and E should show a somewhat different pattern from
A, B and C in so far as the English and the foreign coins were accepted and used together indiscriminately, witness the composition of hoards such as Aston Rowant.
General historians and archaeologists are by now well aware of the large totals of sceattas that
have been found at certain wics, especially Hamwic, Ipswich, and 'Lundenwic', and also at inland
productive sites, such as that near Royston.3
What they may not fully appreciate, and may not have thought about, is that these outstanding
sites are characteristic, essentially, of the secondary phase of the sceattas, that is, after c.710. Wics
were not where it all began. In the primary phase there is nothing like the same disparity between
the scale of the coin finds at the major sites, and the ordinary scatter of stray finds in ones and
1 D.M. Metcalf, ' "As Easy as A, B. C": the Mint-Places of Early Sceatta Types in the South-East', BNJ 71 (2001), 34^18.
2 Metcalf, as in n. 1.
3 For Hamwic, see D.M. Metcalf, 'The coins', in The Coins and Pottery from Hamwic (Southampton Finds, vol. 1), edited by P.

Andrews (Southampton, 1988), with a score of more recent finds, mostly secondary. For Ipswich, see work in progress by M.M.
Archibald. I am indebted to Miss Archibald, who allowed me to examine and make a provisional list of the Ipswich sitefinds. For
London, see S.E. Rigold and D.M. Metcalf, 'A revised check-list of English finds of sceattas', in Sceattas in England and the
Continent. The Seventh Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetaiy History, edited by D. Hill and D.M. Metcalf (Oxford, 1984),
pp. 245-68, s.v. London, now somewhat out of date, and D.M. Metcalf, 'The Middle Saxon sceattas', in Middle Saxon London.
Excavations at the Royal Opera House, 1989-99, Museum of London Archaeology Service Monograph no. 15 (London, 2003),
pp. 285-7. For Royston, see M.A.S. Blackburn and M.J. Bonser, 'Finds from a Middle Anglian site near Royston, Herts', BNJ 56
(1986), 65-80. A further twenty-five sceattas (nos. 67-91) were described at a symposium held at Oxford in 1989.
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twos across the countryside. At Hamwic, out of some 120 single finds, onlyfifteen are of the primary phase. At Ipswich there are just three among sixty singlefinds. At York there are three out of
thirty-six. From London, there are just over a dozen primary-phase losses. Admittedly, there are
more single finds over all of secondary sceattas (c.l,700) than there are of primary sceattas
(c.800),4 but that is by no means a sufficient explanation. In the primary phase, the wics had not
yet come into their own; and an analysis of monetary circulation simply in terms of wics and their
hinterlands may be less appropriate than it is for the secondary phase. A less well-known site from
which there are half-a-dozen primary sceattas, and which (with the benefit of hindsight) one
would not have thought of as being in the same league as Hamwic, etc., may in the primary phase
have been a contender. At the end of the primary phase, it seems that, especially in the south-east
and also in southern England, there was a hiatus, and that what emerged at the beginning of the
secondary phase was in many ways different. Wics came to dominate their regions more than they
had done a generation previously.
It is quite difficult to compare the monetary importance of one site with another. The numbers
of finds from a site are always a function, inter alia, of the effort expended in excavation or in
searching. Thus, for example, Hamwic has been intensively excavated for many years over many
hectares, whereas the site near Carisbrooke, on the Isle of Wight, has been explored only superficially, mainly by just two detectorists.5 How is one to compare the nine primary sceattas found at
Carisbrooke with thefifteen from Hamwic? In the secondary phase Carisbrooke appears to be a
mere satellite of Hamwic, which had its own very active mint. But in the primary phase it may
have been more evenly balanced, or even the other way round: perhaps Series W was minted on
the island. There is one specimen among the nine from Carisbrooke, and also a W-related (secondary) type. Series W certainly belongs to the Hampshire basin, and there is now no better candidate
for its mint-place, which has previously been sought to the west of Southampton, e.g. at Wareham
(where no productive site is known).6
Outside the south-east, the sites from which the most primary sceattas have been recovered
(with varying degrees of effort expended) are, from north to south: North Ferriby (almost exclusively a primary site), thirteen; coins suspected of being from the disgracefully plundered site of
Flixborough (but they may include a hoard put together elsewhere), twenty-eight; in Norfolk,
Bawsey, sixteen, and Caistor St Edmund, thirteen; in Suffolk, Coddenham, forty-one, and
Barham, twenty-one (rather than Ipswich); the productive site near Royston, twenty-three;
Bidford-on-Avon, fifteen; Hamwic,fifteen, and the Isle of Wight, nine. It would be rash to imagine that this list of sites could be arranged reliably into a ranking order as regards the primary
phase. And there will in all probability have been at least half-a-dozen other sites which were of
similar standing at the time, e.g. Burnham in west Norfolk, and perhaps others from which we
currently have few or no finds.
Because survival rates are liable to be seriously erratic, it is prudent to take account wherever
possible of within-sample comparisons, e.g. the proportion of Series A, B and C among all the primary sceattas from a sizeable region, or from a major site. Better still, one can double up the comparison by performing the same exercise for another type of primary sceattas, e.g. Series E, and
then by assessing whether the two patterns are in harmony. Regression analysis does much to discount variable survival-rates from site to site. Unfortunately, this precaution still needs to be
spelled out: a recent paper misguidedly observes that 'the vast majority of specimens [of Series H]
4 In the writer's data-base.
3 K. Ulmschneider, 'Markets around the Solent: unravelling a productive site on the Isle of Wight', in Markets in Early Medieval

Europe. Trading and 'Productive'Sites, 650-850, edited by T. Pestell and K. Ulmschneider (Macclesfield, 2003), pp. 73-83.
6 For a mini-corpus of Series W, see M. Blackburn and M. Bonser, 'Sceattas, a styca, and other finds from a site in north-east
Lincolnshire', in Sceattas in England and on the Continent (as in n.3), pp. 233-9, at p. 235. Finds of primary W from the Hampshire
basin include Warnford (near Winchester), 1992 (Coin Register 1992, 245, with a note about a similar nineteenth-century find);
Bournemouth area (Glendining 11 October 1993, lot 223); 'in Southampton', 1992 (Glendining 20 January 1993. lot 5, resold in NCirc
104, 1996, 93 and item 1467); Hamwic; and the Isle of Wight. Related secondary varieties: the Isle of Wight again, and also Rushall,
Wilts (these two of the same variety); west Dorset (? = Maiden Newton); and Hanford, Dorset. Several of Rigold's series labels are
mnemonic. If it should turn out to be the case that Series W belongs to the Isle of Wight, this would be beyond prescience - seeming
almost like prophetic foreknowledge.
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have been found inside the wic [of HamWic] ... all it may represent is that this currency was primarily used as an internal token of exchange within the emporium and that monetary transactions
had not spread into the hinterland'.7 It is true that there are relatively few single finds from the
hinterland, but regression analysis shows that the proportion of Series H can be just as high in the
hinterland as in the wic itself.8 The hinterland has not been as intensively searched as the interior
of the wic itself.
The localized abundance of primary Series E has recently been demonstrated, again by
regression analysis (Map l). 9 The proportion of Series E at numerous different points on the
map was assessed, using a gathering circle with an area of 1,000 square kilometres. Those
measured percentages were then used to sketch in contours or 'isobars'. The map shows that
primary porcupines made up eleven to twelve per cent of the currency in London and the lower
Thames region, and one might have imagined that money deriving from that stock of currency
would have been carried westwards up the Thames valley, to give a currency of roughly similar
composition in the upper Thames valley and beyond. It was by no means so: the percentage of
primary porcupines in the Oxford region was in excess of forty per cent, while at Bidford-onAvon it is close tofifty per cent. It would seem probable that these 'hot spots' reflect long-distance trade by Frisian or other merchants, possibly buying e.g. wool from the upland pastures of
the Cotswolds. No-one would wish to suggest that the maximum percentages of forty to fifty
per cent point us to the area where the porcupines were minted. When we come to the much
more difficult question of the place of origin of the primary sceattas of Type BII and Series F
(below), it will be prudent to consider the possibility that they likewise were diffused unevenly,
and that a region where they were relatively plentiful will not automatically point us to their
mint-place. The unexpected distribution-patterns revealed by the regression analysis of the porcupines are thus an important starting-point for the analysis of how other series of primary
sceattas 'behave' in the midlands; moreover, the statistics on which they are based are very
secure: Map 1 is based on 744 single finds, from 292 localities, and these include 156 porcupines, from ninety-three localities. For less plentiful types, the figure corresponding to 156 may
not be large enough to be statistically reliable.
The outflows from the south-east seem to have been on an accelerating trend during the primary
phase. The best way to assess the trend, probably, is to compare the numbers of stray finds in the
south-east with the numbers further afield.10 We can add in the very earliest sceattas, of Pada and
Vanimundus, to extend the perspective:
Series

(a) no. of finds (b) no. of finds b/a
in the south-east
elsewhere
(%)

Pa, Va*
11
11
100
A
33
36
109
B
38
66
173
C
22
50
227
*Pale gold as well as silver. Excludes grave-finds, each of two coins,
from Dover, Ipswich (2), and Sarre, i.e. two from the SE and two from
Suffolk.

The percentages in thefinal column discount many of the uncertainties of interpretation which
apply equally to columns (a) and (b). They measure a comparison: in relation to the numbers of
stray losses in the south-east (which will probably also have been accelerating), the numbers carried further afield and lost in other regions doubled over a period of thirty-five years or so, say
7 B. Palmer, 'The hinterlands of three southern English emporia: some common themes', in Markets in Early Medieval Europe (as
in n.5), pp. 48-60, at p. 60.
8 Metcalf, 'Variations in the composition of the currency at different places in England', in Markets in Early Medieval Europe (as
in n.5), pp. 37-47, at p. 41.
9 Metcalf, as in n.8, at p. 42.
10 The assumption here is that the chances of a coin's being accidentally lost were much the same whether it was of Series A, B or C.
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Map 1. Regression analysis of singlefinds of primary Series E, as a proportion of singlefinds of all primary sceattas.
The size of the gathering circle is shown in the upper left corner of the map.
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c.675 to c.710. Something which is not discounted is the effect of imitations, of which there are
certainly a fair number in all three series. The imitations, which are not necessarily of very inferior
alloy, are quite often from peripheral find-spots.11 And if, as will be discussed below, Type BII
was an imitative series minted elsewhere than in the south-east, the overall figure (173 per cent)
will significantly overstate the trend. But at least thesefigures are a starting-point.
If we envisage the period c.675-c.710 broken down into shorter periods of e.g. a decade, the
losses in successive decades will have comprised specimens of Pa and Va only; then (because
there was a recoinage) of A only; then of A plus B; then of a few remaining A, plus B plus C. In
other words, some of the items under A and B will be later losses, which should be transferred forward, thus accentuating the measured trend. The end of the primary phase, however, seems to
have been marked by a break in monetary circulation, and even a kind of metamorphosis. In the
Woodham Walter hoard, for example, a few primary porcupines survive, but virtually nothing
from Series A, B or C.2.12 One other explanatory comment, on the relative chronology of (the
introduction of) B and C: C is absent from the earlier grave-finds in the south-east which already
include BI, namely Broadstairs, Milton Regis, Barham, and Finglesham. BII is clearly later in date
than BI, and occurs in the grave-finds alongside C.13
The broad picture for the monetary historian so far is that, already at the end of the seventh century, much of England enjoyed a monetary circulation, of coin types struck from hundreds of dies,
which was at the same time regional and inter-regional. Foreign coins, from the Rhine mouths
area, were beginning to accumulate in England, doubtless in the course of long-distance trade. If
we are correct in supposing that porcupines began to be minted only in c.690-695 (i.e. a couple of
decades after the introduction of Series A?), the scale on which they, and also Series D (which
must post-date the introduction of Series C), arrived in England in the next ten tofifteen years was
dramatic, and the trade they reflect will surely have had a considerable and quite sudden impact on
the English economy. If any of the ostensibly English coins are in fact imitations, also from the
Rhine mouths area, the scale of the inflows will have been by that much the greater.
Map 2 shows all the places where strayfinds of sceattas of Series A, B, and C have been recovered, again on a base-map of find-spots of all primary sceattas. It has been constructed using
exactly the same procedures as for Map 1. The data-base is currently somewhat larger, including
793 single-finds of primary sceattas, of which 190 are from Kent, London, and estuarine Essex
(these are omitted from the map, having been discussed in a previous article), and 603 from further
afield. In the south-east, ninety-three of thefinds (forty-eight to forty-nine per cent) are of Series A,
B, and C. Another 152finds of A, B and C come from the rest of England: more than on their home
ground, as happens with diasporas. The diffusion of currency between regions was not all in the
one direction, i.e. from the south-east or the east coast outwards. There were transfers to and fro,
throughout the country. That can be demonstrated easily enough from distribution maps of the
coins of King Aldfrith (originating north of the Humber, but at least as many have been found to the
south of the Humber)14, or of Series W, undoubtedly originating in the Hampshire basin, but found
in Kent, and also as far north as south Lincolnshire, and also Lindsey. Note that suchfinds are well
outside their hinterlands: the hypothesis of wics and their hinterlands is not sufficient to explain the
observed facts of monetary circulation in the primary phase. These two series are useful as markers,
and to some extent as proof that Series A, B, and C were carried to and fro very widely overland,
rather than coastwise. They could in theory have been carried out of the south-east by sea, and
could have come ashore at several points on the east and south coasts, to create a distribution pat11 e.g. in Series A, the more obvious imitations are from Badlingham Manor (Chippenham, Cambridgeshire), Suffolk; Bidford-onAvon; Compton, Staffs; and Ryther, NRY. The question of imitations in Series C is discussed at some length in D.M. Metcalf,
Thrymsas and Sceattas in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, Royal Numismatic Society Special Publication 27A (London. 1993),
pp. 110-12.
12 The writer is indebted to Miss Archibald, who kindly invited him to examine the hoard ahead of publication.
13 But the Kings Lynnfind, which runs up to Series C and beyond, includes two specimens of BI and one of BII,3. The grave-finds
are catalogued (and in many cases illustrated) in S.E. Rigold, 'The two primary series of sceattas', BNJ 30 (1960), 6-53, at pp. 46-50.
14 e.g. at Bradenham, Nf (Coin Register 1995, no. 112); Woodnesborough, Kent (Coin Register 1996, no. 126); and a much-discussed specimen from Hamwic.
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Map 2. Regression analysis of single finds of Series A, B, and C (together), as a proportion of singlefinds of all primary sceattas. The map was constructed in the same way as Map 1, but from a slightly larger data-base. Note that finds
from the south-east are omitted from this map: for them, see BNJ 2001.
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tern with multiple points of origin.15 The same could, of course, be true of

the coins of Aldfrith and
of Series W, but at least we have clear evidence of money from the regions of Wessex and of
Northumbria entering a much wider forum of circulation. Nor was the diffusion limited to wellknown, substantive types, as can be demonstrated from distribution maps of, for example, the east
Kentish AZthilirazd runic, or indeed almost any of the lesser primary series, such as the Saroaldo
type. The wide dispersal of minor types in the primary phase makes it very difficult to locate their
mints of origin, as we shall see when we turn to a consideration of Series F.
Beyond that, it is really quite difficult to make a picture out of Map 2 by 'joining the dots', or to
speak more exactly by recognizing regions with a consistent proportion of Series A, B and C, and by
delineating them with contour lines. That is mainly because there are no very dramatic features to
the distribution pattern. One may judge that, in the 'hot spots' for Series E, as seen on Map 1, the
lower percentages for A, B and C are merely reciprocal, i.e. they are depressed by the higher percentages for porcupines. There are the same empty areas on the map, where there was little coinage
of any kind (as the proximity of values of 0 and 100 per cent suggests. A larger gathering circle
would have smoothed these nonsense-figures out, but at the price of a loss of topographical precision
elsewhere.). The finds from around the Solent, taken in conjunction with the empty areas on either
side, suggest that coinage was arriving there by sea; and the same probably applies to East Sussex.
The proportions of A, B and C are lower than average in Norfolk, Lindsey, and the East Riding of
Yorkshire, and they are lower along the south coast. Wics and productive sites tend to dominate the
statistics from their immediate region, but there is no good reason to suspect that there were any systematic differences between town and countryside. All in all, a rather colourless picture, in which the
main perspective is that monetary diffusion seems to have been outwards from the south-east in a
north-westerly direction, the south coast and the north-east being to some extent left out in the cold.
Next question: so far as Series A, B and C are concerned, which regions of England received the
greatest outflows; and can one detect any shifts in the destinations of the sceattas during the thirtyfive-year period? Having looked for local irregularities using regression analysis, without finding
anything of note, it seems that there is little to be lost by simply counting up the proportions of Series
A, B and C by regions. Against it we can set a matching series of figures for Series A only. For the
purposes of this exercise England has been divided into eleven monetary regions, of which the
south-east as defined in an earlier study is one. The other ten regions are more or less self-evident,
the only serious ambiguity (for purposes of analysing monetary circulation) being the boundary
between the Middle Anglia region and the upper Thames basin. The line has been drawn through territory that is fairly empty of finds. The numbers of singlefinds of primary sceattas, and the numbers
and percentages of Series A, B and C together, and A separately, are set out below (Table 1).
TABLE 1. Numbers of singlefinds of Series A, B and C (combined), and Series A (alone) and their
proportions among all primary sceattas
North of Humber
Lindsey
Norfolk
Suffolk
Essex (north)
The South-East
Sussex
Wessex
Upper/middle Thames
Middle Anglia
Severn/Trent

Primary
coins
42
45
104
112
35
190
11
41
45
91
77

A, B, C
coins
%
10
4
33
44
17
92
2
4
12
26
16

24
9
32
39
49
48
18
10
27
29
21

coins
1
0
3
14
3
33
1
1
0
10
5

A

%
2

0
3
13
9
17
9
2
0
11
6

15 As may happen with surnames indicating e.g. a trade, which often spread outwards, over the generations, from more than one
point of origin, unlike more distinctive names, which normally originated at a particular place.
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If we begin by looking at the first and second columns, the south-east together with Essex and
East Anglia account for 441 or aboutfifty-six per cent of all the single finds, and 186 or over seventy per cent of A, B and C. The large numbers of finds recovered from both Norfolk and Suffolk
are no doubt partly a reflection of the effort put into searching for them, but that effort is in itself a
response to the high rewards for searching. The numbers from the different regions are thus not
directly comparable with each other, as a measure of the relative volume of the currency in those
regions. If, however, we calculate for each region the proportion of A, B and C among all primary
sceatttas, the uncertainties arising from different intensity of searching will be discounted. The
percentages are useful for the kind of regional analysis we are attempting, although neither are
they a measure of the volume of the currency.
The information in the table can perhaps be visualized more readily in the form of thumb-nail
sketch-maps, derived from the table. Map 3a shows the percentages, by region, of A, B and C,
while Map 3b shows the same for Series A only. Any regional differences between the two maps
should be mainly chronological. Subject to what has been said above about the continued circulation of Series A, Map 3b should reflect the early stages of the diaspora (including a phase before
Series E began to arrive in great quantities?). Suffolk is the most obvious destination, with Middle
Anglia not far behind - but Norfolk is poorly represented. Sussex and Wessex are almost
untouched, as is (more surprisingly) the Thames valley. Yet the more distant region of
Severn/Trent (i.e. old Mercia and its westerly dependencies) has several finds. Lindsey and
Northumbria have hardly any finds.
The preceding phase, of coins of Pada and Vanimundus, in which the overall numbers are
smaller, shows very much the same pattern as Series A, with Suffolk as the major destination outside the south-east.
If we examine Series B and C separately in the same way (Table 2 and Maps 4a and 4b), the
picture is broadly consistent. The common-sense view of the matter, namely that the region with
the highest percentage representation will be the region of origin, is again borne out by the percentages.
TABLE 2. Numbers of singlefinds of Series B and C, and their proportions among all primary sceattas
North of Humber
Lindsey
Norfolk
Suffolk
Essex (north)
The South-East
Sussex
Wessex
Upper/middle Thames
Middle Anglia
Severn/Trent

Primary
coins
42
45
104
112
35
190
11
41
45
91
77

Series B
coins
%
10
4
0
19
18
9
38
1
1
7
15
8

0
18
16
26
20
9
2
16
16
10

Series C
coins %
5
3
9
10
3
22
0
3
5
6
6

12
7
9
9
9
12
0
7
11
7
8

Series C shows a rather more even dispersion than A or B through the eleven regions, which presumably reflects the relations of the south-east and the rest of the country towards the end of the
primary phase.
So far, the analysis has been reasonably straight-forward, and it may have seemed unnecessarily
pedantic. But we now enter upon more perplexing evidence, with some of the less plentiful types
in the primary phase. The anomaly which the eyefirst falls on is the regional pattern for Type BII.
The coins of BII are of the same design and much the same style as BI, but they typically have a
crosslet added in front of the bird, and completely meaningless legends or pseudo-legends reading
AVAVAV, etc., on both sides. The crosslet may seem like an unreliable criterion, because it
would have been the easiest thing in the world for any die-cutter to add one, but the correlation of
crosslet and AVAVAV legends is good evidence of a distinct group of dies, presumably the work
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ages of all primary sceattas.

of a different die-cutter from BI. BII is indubitably later than BI, and Rigold assumed that it was
from the same mint-place. The counter-suggestion was soon made that it was imitative,16 but no
convincing mint-attribution for it has been forthcoming. In reconsidering the evidence, we have to
be careful, because by no means all the English single finds of Series B have been adequately
described. One has to hope that this has not seriously distorted the proportions in the rest of the
16 D.M. Metcalf, 'Acoinage for Mercia under Aethelbald', Cunobelin 12 (1966), 26-39, at p. 33.
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sample. Series B is not plentiful among the Domburg finds, nor elsewhere in the Rhine mouths
area: Op den Velde and Klaassen list ten specimens of Series B, of which nine are legible.17 They
describe five plus (?) another two as being of Type BII, but in the writer's judgement only two of
the nine are unambiguously of Type BII - which is comparable with what is seen in south-eastern
England. One can therefore rule out the idea that there were, for reasons unknown, heavy inflows
of BII into Norfolk direct from the Rhine mouths area. Table 3 now shows that in percentage
terms it is distinctly more plentiful in Norfolk (mostly west Norfolk) than in the south-east, and
far more plentiful in Norfolk than in Suffolk. Moreover, in relation to BI, BII is only one-sixth as
plentiful in the south-east, and similarly in Suffolk, but it actually outnumbers BI in Norfolk. In
Lindsey and the North, and in Severn/Trent, BI and BII are about evenly matched. Maps 5a and
5b may make all this clearer. There is also negative evidence, in particular the absence of BII at
Coddenham, in a long run of primary sceattas which includes six of Series B, and which runs on
to include Type BZ, and also some secondary porcupines, and Types R2 and R1,18
TABLE 3. Numbers of singlefinds of Types BI and BII, and their proportions among all primary sceattas
North of Humber
Lindsey
Norfolk
Suffolk
Essex (north)
The South-East
Sussex
Wessex
Upper/middle Thames
Middle Anglia
Severn/Trent

Primary
coins
42
45
104
112
35
190
11
41
45
91
77

coins
2
1
8
11
7
29
0
0
2
6
2

BI

%

5
2
8
10
20
15
0
0
4
7
3

coins
2
1
10
1
2
9
1
1
5
2
2

BII

%

5
2
10
1
6
5
9
2
11
2
3

Is this not an open-and-shut case for a re-attribution of Type BII to west Norfolk?
Unfortunately, we are not at the end of the story. If, in the preceding few sentences, one substitutes the words 'upper and middle Thames' for the word 'Norfolk', all the statements are still
true, as the reader may verify from the table. So why not attribute BII to the middle Thames
area? If not, it would seem to be necessary to postulate inter-regional trade, in which coins of
Type BII from Norfolk 'hopped over' the intervening regions in order to reach the inland district
of the middle Thames valley, in the same way as we have seen with the primary porcupines. Or,
of course, vice versa-, perhaps BII is from the Thames valley? Some students may be tempted at
this point to throw up their hands and cry, 'Lies, damn'd lies, and now statistics'. The writer
would be disinclined to accept that as a valid criticism, while recognizing that many of the numbers are too small for comfort. Also, there is a problem in defining the extent of BII. Rigold's
BII, 4-11 are clearly a coherent group, but it is debateable whether BII, 3 is from the same
stable.19 It turns on whether these and similar specimens really read AVAVAV, etc. The legends
tend to be off the flan. BII, 2 certainly is not part of the coherent group; and one sees no reason to
classify BII, 1 (= Bais 319) as BII. The specimens from the middle Thames region are all
genuine BII, 4-11 coins, but they are perhaps not clustered in a way that is geographically significant, e.g. the list includes Staines, and nearby Wraysbury. All in all, west Norfolk is the best
guess we can make at the mint-place of BII. BII, 3 will probably turn out to be a quite separate
imitative group from somewhere else.
17 W. Op den Velde and C.J.F. Klaassen, The Sceattas and Merovingian Deniers from Domburg (Middelburg, 2004). The writer is
grateful to his friend Dr Op den Velde for an advance copy of the typescript, on which the above comments are based.
IS Mentioned in that order because it now seems very likely that R2 is earlier than R1.
19 D.M. Metcalf, 'A sceat of type BII from the Iron-age hill fort of Hunsbury, Northants', BNJ 46 (1976), 1-2.
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Let us put a judgement on hold, however, until we have noted that there is also an anomalous
concentration of /Ethilirced porcupines in west Norfolk.20 In a previous article, the writer drew
attention to eight single finds from east Kent, and commented, 'That the ^Ethilireeds are east
Kentish seems obvious. Moreover, if they were nearly half as plentiful in east Kent as finds of
Series A, the quantities in which they were originally issued were presumably considerable.' Now
we have to extend the hypothesis so as to explain four /.Ethilirceds from Norfolk, in a pattern overlapping that for BII, - and none from Suffolk. This hardly amounts to a dilemma: there is no serious possibility that the /Ethilirceds were minted in Norfolk, and exported to east Kent (and to
Domburg) but virtually nowhere else.21 It is reasonable to suppose that they reached Norfolk from
east Kent by sea. And if three specimens were in truth found at Flixborough,22 they may also have
travelled up the east coast to the Humber estuary by sea.
The /Ethilirced type did not enjoy nearly such a wide dispersal as BII, and that may have a bearing on our assessment of its mint-place - and also on our assessment of that of BII. But we should
remain cautious, in case the respective distribution patterns do not offer us a straight comparison.
That may be the case partly because the /.Ethilirced type dates from very late in the primary phase,
when monetary circulation was contracting. Also, it is possible that Type BII gained wider acceptance than it might otherwise have done through being of a well-known and trusted design.
We come finally to the hitherto intractable question of finding a mint-place for Series F. Like
other primary types discussed above, Series F has been found all over England, with intriguing
local concentrations in more than one region. Yet it must have had a place of origin; and any suggestion that it had more than one place of origin would need to be very convincingly proved by a
20 There arefinds from Bradenham (Coin Register 1994, no. 139), a wholly primary site, or pair of sites; Great Bircham (M.A.S.
Blackburn and M.J. Bonser, 'Single finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins - 3', BNJ 56 (1986), 64-101, at p. 85, giving a minicorpus for the type and discussing its style and attribution); Shipdham (Coin Register 1994, no. 140, erroneously listed there as Series
E. but illustrated. The find-spot as reported is rather close to the Bradenhams); and Tibenham (Coin Register 1997, no. 60. Further to
the south-east.)
21 Hamwic 20 (a beautiful coin, of exceptionally pure silver with a large trace of gold); and Shipston-on-Stour, Warwickshire
(Shown to the writer by Mr David Ruskin. Same style as Oxford 134).
22 M. Bonser, 'Fifteen years of coin finds from productive sites', Yorkshire Numismatist 3 (1997), 39-45, at p. 43, as Type 105.
The writer has photographs of these three coins.
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combination of stylistic analysis and distributional analysis.23 All the procedural care we can bring
to the problem will not be too much.
Series F (BMC Types 24a and b) is a medium-sized rather than small issue. The Aston Rowant
hoard of 1971 included at least twenty-five sceattas of the type, or about seven per cent of the
hoard. As Aston Rowant falls at the end of the primary phase, it serves to demonstrate that Series
F is of primary date. (And one specimen, MEC 687, is of pale gold.) The obverse shows a rightfacing bust, with what was presumably a diadem, but which looks very like a broad-brimmed hat.
The reverse has a small cross-on-steps accompanied by annulets and/or pellets and (on Type 24b)
with the letters T, T, I, I inserted in the angles. (These are the letters that appear on the standard, in
Series A and C.) The legends are composed of pseudo-letters. The type has been divided into four
varieties, of which (a) is doubtless the earliest, as it includes a specimen in pale gold. Variety (d) is
in a broader, simpler style, and may well be the last. But the coins are difficult to classify into a
chronological sequence, not least because they are frequently struck off-centre. (See Fig. 1.) Up to
the date of discovery of Aston Rowant, Series F had been extremely scarce among provenanced
English single finds. Indeed, a stray find at Wareham, Dorset, in 1948, reported by Commander
Mack, was the only specific provenance on record. The type is closely imitated from a
Merovingian coin of Auxerre.24 Dr. RV. Hill stated baldly that Type 24a was from Auxerre,25
leaving open the possibility that 24b was an English imitation of it. When Stuart Rigold devised
his alphabetical scheme of classification, he too said that F was a Frankish coin type although
adding that it'may include' [his italics] English imitations.
Rarely has the evidence been so dramatically expanded. Where there was just one provenanced
singlefind from England, it is now possible to list forty-eight, quite apart from the Aston Rowant

^ b i n i - H t n o T I T V O O J i * 'I.CJPVN
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Fig. 1. Drawings (enlarged X 2) of Series F, varieties a, b, c, and d, and an example of the pseudo-legends on two dielinked specimens.
23 Bearing in mind the ideas of earlier students that it was partly continental and partly English, the writer compared the distribution-patterns of varieties Fa, b, c and d: no contrast emerged.
24 Prou 584 and pi. 10. 29; Belfort 577-9.
25 In BNJ 1978, at p. 4.
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specimens, one in the King's Lynn grave-find, and one in the Woodham Walter hoard. Auxerre lies
150 km south-east of Paris - far from the Channel and North Sea coasts - and its coins are scarce
among French finds.26 They are unrepresented among the seventy Merovingian coins found at
Domburg. It is inconceivable that any minor Merovingian mint should generate forty-eight single
finds in the primary phase in England, much less that a mint in Burgundy should do so. Ergo,
Series F is not from Auxerre: neither as a whole, nor in part.
Nor is there any reason to consider that it might be a continental imitation from e.g. the Rhine
mouths area rather than (the natural conclusion) English. The forty-eight single finds, among
some 800 primary sceattas from England, represent about six per cent of the total. At Domburg,
among 900+ site-finds there were just four specimens,27 alongside some twenty-eight other primary sceattas of English types, 195 of Series D, and roughlyfifty of primary Series E. Making
some allowance for the preponderance of the local Series D, it seems that Series F was relatively
less plentiful at Domburg than in England (perhaps three or four per cent, against six?). There
were no specimens of Series F in the Remmerden hoard, nor in Hallum, and none in the French
hoards of Bais, Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux, or Cimiez. It is therefore hard to see how Series F could
be continental.
But if it is English, which region is it from? There are concentrations in west Norfolk (familiar
story) and in the middle/upper Thames valley. The best procedure would seem to be to lay out the
statistics alongside those for Type BII, in order to try to judge whether there are any significant
differences (Table 4).
TABLE 4. Numbers of single finds of Types F and BII, and their proportions
among all primary sceattas
North of Humber
Lindsey
Norfolk
Suffolk
Essex (north)
The South-East
Sussex
Wessex
Upper/middle Thames
Middle Anglia
Severn/Trent

Primary
coins
42
45
104
112
35
190
11
41
45
91
77

Series F
coins
%
2
5
2
4
5
5
3
3
3 (2?) 9
9
5
1
9
5
12
8/9
18
5
5
3
4

Series BII
coins %
2
1
10
1
2
9
1
1
5
2
2

5
2
10
1
6
5
9
2
11
2
3

The two geographical patterns are, on the whole, remarkably similar, as can perhaps be most
easily seen from Maps 6a and 6b. Series F has a very wide distribution, differing from that for
BII only in the remarkably high concentration of finds in the upper and middle Thames valley, and
to a lesser extent in the adjacent regions of Wessex and Sussex. It would be preposterous to suggest that Series F was also from west Norfolk; and on the other hand there is (and should be) a
built-in prejudice against proposing an inland mint-place. Could it be from the south-east, showing the same tendency as Series E to be concentrated inland because of long-distance trade? One
would not wish to rule that idea completely out of court, but if it were so, why would F not behave
more like A, B and C? If Series F is English, it would seem that it has to be from the middle
Thames region. It is desirable, obviously, to take a closer look at the individual find-spots, and at
the results of regression analysis. In Norfolk, there are no fewer than three separate finds from
26 The mint does not figure at all in the list of several hundred single finds of Merovingian coins published in J. Lafaurie, 'Les
routes commerciales indiquees par les tresors et trouvailles monetaires merovingiens'. in Moneta e scambi nell'alto medioevo,
Settimane di studio del Centra italiano di studi suli'alto medioevo, 8 (Spoleto, 1961), pp. 231-78, at p. 271.
27 Op den Velde and Klaassen, as in n.17, in the introduction, under Series F. In an earlier listing (Op de Velde el a!., 'A Survey of
Sceatta Finds from the Low Countries', in Hill and Metcalf, as in n.3, pp. 117-45) these four were omitted from among the English
coins, and listed as Merovingian.
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Burnham Market. With them may be mentioned twofinds from the South Lincolnshire site, on the
far side of the Wash. In the middle Thames valley, there are eight or nine finds, which form a
strong cluster, mostly north of the Thames, and generate some very high percentages, well above
the eighteen per cent for the region as a whole. If there is indeed a routeway linking the Thames to
west Norfolk, one might see another small cluster part-way along it at Biddenham, Old Warden,
and Southill. There is another little cluster in Essex, which is intriguing. The regression analysis,
Map 7, is quite interesting for the places with little or no sign of Series F, e.g. the Gipping valley,
London, north-east Kent, Hamwic, and Bidford-on-Avon. The wics were not yet dominant, as
pointed out above. But one has to take care not to read an absence of evidence as negative evidence. If the bench-mark is that Series F makes up about six per cent of primary sceattas over all,
its absence is only to be expected until the sample size exceeds about twenty. The strong impression which Map 7 creates is of money coming ashore at various places, such as west Wessex, west
Sussex, Dover, Burgh Castle, Burnham Market, south Lincolnshire, and the Vale of Pickering. The
high percentage figures which F generates point to a dearth of currency in these hinterlands. Such
a pattern seems quite inconsistent with a mint-place in Oxfordshire. If there were any possibility
whatever of a foreign origin for Series F, one would wish to explore it. Series F is reminiscent of
the behaviour in England of the somewhat later (early secondary) Series X, from Ribe in Jutland;
but F is not present either at Dankirke or Ribe. Its very limited occurrence at Domburg, and its
absence from other hoards and site-finds on the Continent, itemized above, makes a foreign origin
well-nigh impossible. The only solution that the writer can think of to this conundrum is that, the
middle Thames being a 'hot spot' for Series E, Series F (minted locally?) was used especially by
the same merchant community who came to Oxfordshire and who were also active in coast-wise
trade. If Series F was not carried back to the Rhine mouths area, that was perhaps because the balance of payments was heavily in one direction, witness the large quantities of Series D and E
which ended up in England. But the facts remain very puzzling.
All the primary types that we have considered, except one, enjoyed a remarkably wide circulation throughout England, as also did the foreign coins which flooded into the country from the
690s onwards. The concept of wics and their hinterlands certainly does not do justice to the patterns as we observe them. There was a nation-wide monetary circulation, with the south-east initially enjoying a near-monopoly of trading contacts with the Continent. The most peripheral
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Map 7. Regression analysis of single finds of Series F, as a proportion of single finds of all primary sceattas.
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coin-types, of King Aldfrith in Northumbria, and also Series W in the Hampshire basin (minted on
the Isle of Wight?) were visibly concentrated in their respective home regions, but even they were
caught up into the wider traffic. The JEthilirced runic porcupines were the exception: they did not
penetrate the English midlands in any quantities, perhaps because of their relatively late date,
when the primary phase was faltering. They did, however, reach west Norfolk, doubtless by sea.
West Norfolk has emerged from our study as an interesting region in the primary phase, with
noticeable concentrations of three second-rank types, namely F, BII, and aEthilirced. It also shows
a small concentration of the scarce Saroaldo type.28 The first two show rather similar distribution
patterns to each other, nation-wide, but the explanation can hardly be the same in both cases. The
evidence is quite strong that BII was minted in west Norfolk, and it is therefore remarkable that it
became so widely diffused throughout England, if it started from a peripheral region of origin.
Series F arguably originated in the middle Thames region, unusual as it is to find an inland mintplace.29 The fact that its distribution within west Norfolk should be concentrated at Burnham
Market perhaps suggests that it arrived there by sea. Field-walking has revealed that Burnham is
an exceptional middle Saxon site, about which there is still doubtless much to be learned. But
west Norfolk is rich in middle Saxon sites - Bawsey (televised), Congham, Rudham, West
Walton, and Wormegay have also been studied archaeologically.30
The distinctiveness of west Norfolk is underlined by the contrast with the assemblage of primary sceattas from the south Lincolnshire site, on the other side of the Wash. The site lay in an
east-west corridor of Mercian-controlled land, which gave Mercia access to the North Sea already
in the mid seventh century, witness the unusual number of gold coins found there. Among some
thirty-five primary sceattas from this productive and very reliably reported site, at least half are
from the Rhine mouths area. There are none of /.Ethilirced, only one of BII, and two of F (= six per
cent) - and the Series W mentioned above.
The similarity in the distribution-patterns for BII and F seems to be an underlying similarity,
which tells us more about the general context of monetary circulation in England than about the
particular origins of those two types. All the types mingled freely in use, as the hoards demonstrate. The minor types entered the mainstream, and were earned along 'on the back of' the more
prolific types. In that way they came to partake of the same widespread distribution features. The
remaining small-scale English primary types (dateable because present in Aston Rowant) which
have not been discussed here are still difficult to assess simply because there are so few find-spots,
scattered about in what was a large and complicated distribution. They too entered the mainstream, and became widely dispersed: that much is clear. But where they originated, it seems
beyond us to determine, until our data-base has grown considerably. If BII and F still present us
with difficult judgements - as they do - how shall we speak about the Vernus and Saroaldo types,
or about BZ, Z and BIIIA? The last-mentioned is probably not all from a single mint-place, even.
It is hard to see how new evidence, which accrues year by year through thefinds of detectorists,
will create greater clarity, although a larger data-base is always welcome. We already have enough
single finds, that a few more are unlikely to shift the patterns significantly. The Elder Cato used to
end every speech he made by saying, 'Delenda est Carthago', Carthage really ought to be
destroyed. The burden of today's song is, 'Randomness is essential'. Detectorists sometimes, with
the best will in the world, show the experts only the more 'interesting' of their finds. From the
arguments presented above, it should now be clear that where a problem is delicately balanced, as
the interpretation of Series F is, selective reporting might result in misleading conclusions. Please,
everything.

28 Blackburn and Bonser, 1986 (as in n.6) give a mini-corpus at pp. 86-7. Finds from 'west Norfolk' and Great Bircham, and a
related variety bought in Norwich.
29 But regression analysis of coins in the 'Hwiccian' style in Series L generates a very different pattern from the rest of Series L,
which appears to be London-based. The Hwiccian coins really do seem to be Hwiccian. See Metcalf, 'Variations in the currency' (as in
n.8), Figs 4.3 and 4.4.
30 A. Rogerson, 'Six middle Anglo-Saxon sites in west Norfolk', in Markets in Early Medieval Europe, 650-850 (as in n.5).
pp. 110-21.
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APPENDIX I: NOTES ON THE VARIETIES OF BII, 3, AND ON TYPE BII, 4-11
Rigold's BI, D-G stand outside the main series, on stylistic grounds, although their legends still make a fair approximation to the approved letter-sequences, HIT1V, etc. They are doubtless the work of different die-cutters, but whether at the
same mint-place or elsewhere is a difficult question that can only be approached on the basis of provenances and metrology. The boundary between BI, D-G and BII, 1-3 is not clear-cut, except that BII, 3 already tends towards legends with
VAVA, etc. In these circumstances one should be on the look-out for mules between Rigold's sub-types (although no
die-linkage has so far been noticed, with the exception mentioned in the next paragraph).
BII, 2 could very well have been moved back alongside BIB, 3, which is undoubtedly from the same source. As the
legends are acceptable, BI seems to be the better place for these coins, even though the style of the bust is irregular, and
even though there is the large cross in front of the face. The obverse die of BIB, 3 was used with three (four?) reverses,
and is known from eight or nine specimens (i. SCBI Hunter 74, 75; Lockett; and Ashmolean 101, found in southern
Norfolk, is doubtless the same die-combination, ii. Milton Regis grave-find; Elmore Jones; R.R Mack. iii. BM, Bamett
bequest. Also Subjack 20, 1.26 g, die iii or iv.) Canterbury XII, 1.09 g (excavated 68a Stour Street, 1980) is from different dies. Coddenham (ex Linzalone) is from different dies again.
Among the specimens that one would be inclined to label BII, 3, there is stylistic diversity, in the sense that one certainly could not say that they were all from the same hand. Because of the diversity there is not yet enough material for
us to say anything cut-and-dried about this 'group' of specimens. Usually most of the legends are off theflan. If they can
be reconstructed more completely from die-duplicates, progress can be made. It would be imprudent to assume that they
are all from the same place. Meanwhile, some notes may be helpful for future research.
Rigold's BII, 3 was known to him from three die-identical specimens, of which two were in the Southend-on-Sea
grave-find (1.20 g and 1.00 g). The third (clipped? 0.90 g) is listed by him as being in The Hague, but it is in fact in
Middelburg (David Hill, MZG 13 ex de Man 1907, = Op den Velde and Klaassen 12, 0.89 g). A recent find from
Bledlow, Bucks, August 2003 (1.12 g) is clearly by the same hand (small eye and minimal eyebrow, small lips forward
of the cheek), but is from different dies. In spite of being partly off-flan, one can read, (obv.) VIIIV and (rev.) A+AIII.
The Bradenham, Norfolk find (Coin Register 1995, 71, 1.08 g) is almost certainly by the same hand again. Itsflan may
be of irregular outline rather than clipped. Afind from Tevenham, Cambs, 2001 is similar: the obverse has three annulets
at 7-9 o'clock followed by T+... , and on the reverse three annulets at around 6 to 7 o'clock, preceded by +VA in
unusually large letters.
In a similar style, the Hunsbury, Northants find (Ashmolean 109 as BI imitative, 1.25 g) is perhaps after all better
labelled BII, as it was in BNJ 1976. A specimen from the Kings Lynn grave-find is die-identical (1.18 g), and has the
VAVA legends.
A coin found six miles NE of Shrewsbury, close to the line of the Wroxeter-Deva Roman road has a distinctive
receding forehead. The inner circles are rather smaller than usual, allowing more of the legends to survive. They are
clearly appropriate to BII: ° °AVAVA (obv.) and V+A with the cross at 12 o'clock (rev.).
In a different style, a coin in the Bais hoard (Lafaurie 319a, 1.30/1.29 g) is from the same obverse die as Aston
Rowant (Sotheby, 17 July 1986, lot 178, illus.) but from a different reverse. Again from the same obverse and a third
reverse, is a coin from Bawsey, Norfolk found by Mr S. Brown (not in the Ashmolean).
The Wormegay, Norfolk, find (Coin Register 1993, no. 141, 1.11 g) has poor-quality lettering and outer dotted border, and its status is for the time being uncertain. Note the snake's jaws at 8 o'clock on the obverse.
There is another sub-type, included among BIA by Rigold, which has a group of seven pellets, arranged as a rosette,
in front of the bird. It bears a passing resemblance to BIA. 4, which also has numerous small pellets in the field, but
which is altogether superior in style. BIA, 4 was subject to imitation: see Ashmolean 108. Other specimens of the subtype with rosette include BIA, 11 = Ashmolean 107, 1.10 g; a Domburgfind, Op den Velde and Klaassen 11 = KPK 396,
ex de Man, 1.165 g; Le Gentilhomme, RN 1938 = BNJ 24, 1944, no. 68; from different dies, Bais hoard 319a (1.26 g),
and Tony Abramson, B.300, same dies. For a specimen with a retrousse nose, see Patrick Finn, list 4 (Spring 1995), lot
16 and list 17 (1999), lot 24 (same dies, and presumably the same coin).
In summary: BIB, 3/BII, 2 is known from a dozen specimens, from just three obverse dies, of which one especially
was heavily used. Of BII, 3 there are thirteen specimens (Southend-on-Sea, 2, Middelburg, Bledlow, Bradenham,
Tevenham, Hunsbury, Kings Lynn, Bais 319, Aston Rowant 1986/178, Bawsey, Wormegay, and Shrewsbury), plus three
more of a sub-type with rosette. These sixteen include a triplet, a pair, and three specimens from the same obverse, i.e.
eleven different obverses.
The metrology of the coins discussed here is comparable with that of BII, 4-11 (see histogram in Thrymsas and
Sceattas, p.100). Some coins reach a respectable 1.28 g, but most are well below that figure. Ashmolean 101 and 109
have been chemically analysed.

BII, 4-11

Rigold recorded just twelve specimens of this distinctive variety with its AVAV legends. The tally is now far greater.
There is what seems to be a stylistic progression observable among the dies, whereby the designs become a little larger,
and the diameter of the inner circle increases (on both obverse and reverse) from c.8/8.5 mm (measured from the centre
of the pellets; but the circles are somewhat irregular) to eventually c. 10.5 mm.
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This assessment is, arguably, borne out by Rigold's BII, 11, which has the only obverse die on which the two rows of
the diadem fork outwards at an angle over the forehead, to enclose a larger pellet (a jewel) within the V. This more elaborate or 'experimental' obverse die is used with two different reverses and is heavily used. Both the said reverses have a
crosslet in front of the bird which is placed askew and is far from symmetrical. These could be the earliest or some of
the earliest dies in the series.
The diadem is a convenient feature to use for checking for die-duplication, in so far as it is usually fully visible. The
pellets are often seed-shaped (placed sideways), later circular. They vary in number. Occasionally there is a larger pellet
as a frontispiece, but usually not. Other diagnostic details are the angles of the lips, and the shape of the ear.
Encouraged by the die-duplication already recorded in Rigold's coipus, the writer embarked on a die-study of the
much larger body of material now available. It gradually became clear to him that, although there were further duplicates of BII, 11 (the heavily-used obverse), and a couple of duplicates of BII, 6, die-identities were otherwise very few.
That is to say, we are nowhere near the bottom of the barrel yet, and the time is not ripe for a new coipus.
For the general historian, a study of the larger sample serves to demonstrate (on a pro rata basis) the very large scale
on which Series B was minted. It also offers the chance to look again at the metrology of Type BII. The type was fully
integrated into monetary circulation in England, as the list of finds demonstrates.
From the Aston Rowant hoard photographs are available of fourteen specimens of BII, either in the British Museum
or dans le commerce. It seems that the larger dies (inner circles of c. 10.5mm) are not represented among the fourteen.
They are in any case relatively scarce. If there were any chronological significance in their absence, they would tend to
imply that the minting of BII continued after the date of concealment of the hoard.
A summary list of the additional material which was explored for die-duplication, and which was used to construct
the maps in the main text, includes Bardwell, Sf (CR 1994, 115), Barnham Broom, Nf (CR 1992, 214), Bawsey (imitative; not in Oxford). Berkhamsted, Burnham Market, Nf (CR 1998, 44), Caistor St Edmunds, Nf, (i) cf. BII, 8, (ii) CR
1998, 44, Canterbury, K, XVIII, Chalgrove, O (cf. BII.6), Compton Beauchamp, O (CR 1988), 106, Congham, Nf,
Dartford, K (CR 1987, 46), East Dereham, Nf (CR 1991, 97), Eastry, K, East Tilbury (Oxford 157), Essex (north), (imitation?), 'Flixborough', Great Mongeham, K (CR 1993, 139), Heacham, Nf, Hollingbourne, K, Kempston, Bd, Lewes,
Sx (CR 1996, 68), South Lincolnshire LXXXIX, Membury, W, Mucking, Ess, North Ferriby (SCBI Northern 144),
Reculver VII, The Rodings (hoard), Royston III (crude imitation), Southampton LXVII (Six Dials), Staines Mx (CR
1988), 105, Wappenbury, Wa, (CR 1993, 141), Wraysbury, Bk, York IX.

APPENDIX II

The
list of finds
Seriesvar.
Ffigured
7 (exceptofnos.
1, 28,Mrand
is as follows. CR = Coin Register.
1. Alcester,
Wa,of 2003.
d. 1.17ong. Map
Inf. courtesy
finder.
W.J.32)Laight.
2. Ashfield, Sf, September 1991. var. d. 1.06 g. CR 1990, no. 179.
3. Aylesbury, Bk, November 1997. var. d. 1.21 g. Shown in Ashmolean Museum.
4. Bardney, L, c.1988. var. b. Inf. courtesy of Mr M.J. Bonser.
5. Battersea, Sr (G. Lond.), 1981/1984. cf. var. b. 1.13 g. Publ. P. Stott.
6. Biddenham Loop, Bedford. 1980s. Inf. courtesy Mr M.J. Bonser.
7. Billericay, Ess, July 1991. var. c. 1.17 g. CR 1990, no. 180.
8. Bledlow, Bk, 1993. var. c (late?). 1.16 g. Inf. courtesy Mr Ray Baylis.
9. Bolton Percy, WRY (N. Yorks), April 1990. var. d. 1.18 g. CR 1996, no. 97.
10. Bunny, Nt, 1999. 0.78g (large frag.). CR 1999, no. 65.
11. Burgh Castle, Sf, 1954. var. c/d? late? 0.87g (worn). CR 2000, no. 56.
12. Burnham Market, Nf, October 1992. var. b. 1.07 g. CR 1992, no. 228.
13. ibid., 1992. var. d (or copy?). 1.17 g. CR 1993, no. 169.
14. Burnham Market/Overy, 1994. var. d. 1.12 g. CR 1994, no. 148.
15. Caistor-on-the-Wolds, L, 1990.
16. Chelmsford, Ess, autumn 1993. var. d. 1.19 g. CR 1993, no. 166.
17. Coldred, K, 1996-7. var. c? (annulets 1. and r., pellet above cross). Inf. courtesy finder.
18. Compton Beauchamp, Brk, August 1988. var. c. CR 1988, no. 119.
19. Dover, K, September 1997. var. c. Inf. courtesy finder.
20. Ewelme/RAF Benson, O, February 1994. var. b. 1.06 g. Inf. courtesy finder.
21. Fingringhoe, Ess, September 1997. var. b. Inf. courtesy of Dr G. Williams.
22. Frilford, Brk (Oxon), 1999. Inf. courtesy finder.
23. Great Ryburgh, Nf, c.1987. var. a. 1.13 g. CR 1987, no. 69.
24. Higham, K, April 1990. var. c. 1.06 g. CR 1989, no. 69.
25. Isle of Sheppey, K, c.1995. var. d. 1.29 g. Inf. courtesy finder.
26. Isle of Wight, 1998. var. b. 1.14 g. Inf. courtesy finder.
27. Kingston Deverill, W, 2002. var b. Inf. courtesy finder.
28. Larcombe. (Plaster cast in Ashmolean Museum).
29. Lincolnshire, South (productive site), 1997 or earlier. M.J. Bonser, in The Yorkshire Numismatist 3. (Find XIII.)
30. ibid.,find LXVI, mid-August, 1999. var. c. 1.31 g.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

MONETARY CIRCULATION IN ENGLAND, c.675-c.710
ibid., var. b. 1.05 g. The Searcher 217, September 2003.
Newbury, Brk (5 miles west of), September 1994. var. c. 1.14 g. Inf. courtesy finder.
Newton Flotman, Nf, 1996. var. b. CR 1997, no. 73.
North Lopham, Nf, 1993. var. b. 0.99 g. CR 1993, no. 168.
Old Warden, Bd, c.1986. var. b. Inf. courtesy Mr M.J. Bonser.
Otterbourne, H, August 1991. var. c. 0.99 g. CR 1991, no. 105 and ibid. 1993, no. 167.
Oxfordshire, East, December 2001. var. c. 1.11 g. CR 2001, no. 51.
Patching, Sx (W. Sussex), October 1984. var. b. 0.93g (chipped). CR 1989, no. 68.
Rochester, K, 1991. var c. 1.05 g. Inf. courtesy Mr M.J. Bonser.
Royston, Hrt (productive site near), var. b. 1.10 g. Blackburn and Bonser, 'Single Finds 3', no. 13.
Southill, Bd, November 1987. var. b. CR 1987, no. 70.
Tevenham, C, 2001. var d. Inf. courtesy finder.
Thurnham, K, April 1998. var. d. 1.3 g. CR 1998, no. 83.
Thwing, ERY (Humberside), 1983-5. var. b. 1.20 g. SCBl Northern 160.
Wareham, Do, May 1948. Inf. Cdr R.P. Mack.
Watlington, O, 1996. var. c. 1.18 g. Ashmolean Museum.
West Hanningfield, Ess, 1994. Inf. courtesy Mr D. Chick.
West Stafford, Do, October 1998. var. b. 1.06 g. CR 1998, no. 82.
Aston Rowant hoard. At least 25 specimens = 7 per cent, (not mapped).
Kings Lynn grave-find. var. d. 1.19 g. (not mapped).

Postscript. Add (already!) Bledlow XII; Good Easter, Ess (CR 2002, 107); Great Mongeham, K (ibid., 108);
Hambledon, H (Windmill Down); Hindringham, Nf (CR 2002, 110); Oxfordshire, East (CR 2001, 51); Sledmere, ERY
(Humberside) (CR 2002, 109). Two out of seven is in excess of the 18 per cent recorded for the upper Thames Region.

